Gemini 2022-08-26 SDPi Friday

Agenda (proposed)

1. General Updates
2. Action Item Review
   a. Open Action Items / Tasks Table
   b. <item discussion>
3. Topics of Interest Review
4. SDPi Supplement Review
5. Gemini Accelerator + Challenges Update - No Update
6. RI+MC+RR Strategy Update
7. Any Other Business

Participants

Todd Cooper  David Gregorczyk  Koichiro Matsumoto  Brian Witkowski  John Rhoads  Javier Espina  Tom Kowalczyk  John J. Garguilo

Regrets: Peter Kranich  Kenneth Fuchs

Discussion Notes

1. General Updates
   a. No news ... is GOOD news!

2. Action Item Review
   a. Open Action Items / Tasks Table
   b. Gemini 2022-07-29 SDPi Friday
      i. David Gregorczyk will carve out some time for the open PAT action item next week, in preparation for the PAT in September

3. Topics of Interest Review
   a. No updates

4. SDPi Supplement Review
   a. Todd Cooper provided a review of the current project plan as follows ...
      i. Review of a general overview graphic that illustrates how the groups work together ...
         1. Detailed explanation of this graphic will be included in the github wiki article on co-working
         ii. SDPi 1.0 Plan + Github Projects Integration Review
            1. The current draft of the SDPi SES+MDI project plan was reviewed, including the linkages from SmartSheet elements (Project level / Task / Finish Date) to Github elements (Project / Issue / Milestone)
            2. Github project configuration and automation reviewed including both the Transition project and the SDPi 1.0 project
            iii. (draft) Github Wiki Article: SDPi Editorial Planning & Versions
               1. General review of the overall content, including versioning and development cycles, as well as the editorial team
               2. The proposed major/minor version content + quarterly development cycles was generally approved - at least as a starting point!
               3. Discussion around the actual content for the revisions included in the article (1.0, 1.1 & 2.0) and when / who determines them.
                  a. SDPi 1.0 content was the result of the joint Dräger / Philips "roadmap" group
                  b. Intent for 1.1, 2.0 and beyond would be the governance team for a planned Accelerator program
            b. Discussion for how to address the development of Gateway actors
               i. The SDPi SES+MDI project plan was updated with a number of tasks around the development of the SDPi 1.0 gateway actors ...
                  1. SOMDS V2 Gateway actor (SDPi-P profile)
                  2. SOMDS DEC Gateway actor (SDPi-R profile)
                  3. SOMDS ACM Gateway actor (SDPi-A profile)
               ii. It was noted that the content in the TF-1 and TF-3 volumes to support these actors does not represent a significant addition to the planned work
               iii. TF-2 support, though, represents the need for technical development of specifications that map / integrate from SDC to V2 and to both the DEC and ACM profiles
               iv. It was noted that (a) this requires expertise that is not currently available in the SDPi editorial team, and (b) the current team is overloaded with SDPi 1.0 development work and new experts / resources need to be identified and recruited to accomplish the work
               v. A new section was added to the project plan: TF-2 Appendix B: SOMDS Gateway Specifications with subsections for each of the actors
                  1. REQUEST: Identify and engage those experts who can form a team to focus on the development of specifications and support for these gateway actors
            c. Discussion of IHE DEV Transaction Labeling and Allocation
In reviewing the SDPI-R diagram, where the SOMDS DEC Gateway actor is defined, there was a question of why DEC-01 was used vs. PCD-01.

This is a pre-pandemic discussion topic - but the group reviewed the issue and reaffirmed the previous discussion.

1. (reaffirmed) DECISION: When referencing existing PCD transactions (e.g., PCD-01), the SDPI supplement will include both the generic domain label + the PCD label (e.g., "DEV-01 / PCD-01").

2. NOTE: Allocation of IHE DEV transaction #’s and framework section headings, etc., is accomplished on the IHE DEV Technical Framework wiki page.
   1. This will be transitioned to an AsciiDoc version for the SDPi 1.0 supplement (see the project plan Special Pages items)
   2. These special pages will eventually be published on the profiles.ihe.net/DEV site

3. NOTE: The Special Pages identified in the SDPi project plan all have titles that start with "IHE DEV..."; though these pages will first be developed in conjunction with the SDPi supplement (since they are required updates), eventually they will live in and be published from the IHE DEV Github repository, along with the rest of the IHE DEV TF (final text).

5. Gemini Accelerator + Challenges Update
   a. No updates

6. RI+MC+RR Strategy Update
   a. Noted that RI & MC are part of the current planned migration to AsciiDoc-based specifications

7. Any Other Business
   a. Note: This call moving to Microsoft Teams starting 02 Sep 2022 replacing the Zoom calls

Action Items / Tasks

No new action items.